Abstract. We study spectral properties of Hamiltonians H X,β,q with δ ′ -point interactions on a discrete set X = {x k } ∞ k=1 ⊂ R + . Using the form approach, we establish analogs of some classical results on operators Hq = −d 2 /dx 2 + q with locally integrable potentials q ∈ L 1 loc (R + ). In particular, we establish analogues of the Glazman-Povzner-Wienholtz theorem, the Molchanov discreteness criterion, and the Birman theorem on stability of an essential spectrum. It turns out that in contrast to the case of Hamiltonians with δ-interactions, spectral properties of operators H X,β,q are closely connected with those of
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Introduction
The main object of the paper is the Hamiltonian H X,β,q associated in L 2 (R + ) with the formal differential expression Hamiltonians with δ ′ -interactions are known as exactly solvable models of quantum mechanics (see [1] ). These models called "solvable" since their resolvents can be computed explicitly in terms of the interaction strengths and the location of the sources. As a consequence the spectrum, the eigenfunctions, and further spectral properties can be determined explicitly. Models of this type have been extensively discussed in the physical literature, mainly in atomic, nuclear and solid state physics. Note also that a connection of Hamiltonians with δ ′ -interactions and the so-called Krein-Stieltjes strings has recently been discovered in [29] , [30] .
The existence of the model (1.1) was pointed out in 1980 by Grossmann, HoeghKrohn and Mebkhout [22] . However, the first rigorous treatment of (1.1) was made by Gesztesy and Holden in [18] . Namely, they defined the Hamiltonian H X,β,q by using the method of boundary conditions. To be precise, the operator H X,β,q is defined in L 2 (R + ) as the closure of the symmetric operator H 
Note that in the case β k = 0, k ∈ N, the Hamiltonian H X,β,q coincides with the free Hamiltonian H q . If β k = ∞, then the boundary condition at x k reads as f ′ (x k +) = f ′ (x k −) = 0. Therefore, the operator H X,∞,q becomes [1] , [15] and [31] . The main novelty of the present paper is that we use the form approach for the study of spectral properties of H X,β,q . Note that the form approach has successfully been applied to Hamiltonians with δ-interactions
(see for instance [2] , [8] and the references therein). As distinguished from this case, up to now it was not clear how to apply the form approach for the study of
Hamiltonians with δ ′ -interactions (cf. [17, Section 7.2] ). Indeed, a very naive guess is to consider a single δ ′ -interaction at x 0 as the following form sum
defined on the domain dom(t ′ ) = {f ∈ W 1,2 (R) : f ′ (x 0 ) exists and is finite}.
Clearly, the form t ′ is not closable. However is closed and lower semibounded and gives rise to a self-adjoint operator (1.11)
A precise definition of the form in the case of an infinite sequence X is given in Section 2.2. Let us emphasize that the definition of a δ ′ -interaction via the form sum (1.10) allows to observe the key difference between δ and δ ′ point interactions. Namely, the Hamiltonian H X,α,q with δ-interactions (1.6) is usually treated as a form perturbation of the free Hamiltonian H q = −d 2 /dx 2 + q(x) in L 2 (R + ) (see [2] , [8] ). However, the Hamiltonian H X,β,q with δ ′ -interactions on X can be treated as a form perturbation of the operator H N X,q defined by (1.5) . For instance, in the case of infinitely many interaction centers and q = 0, the free Hamiltonian H 0 has purely absolutely continuous spectrum although the spectrum of H N X is purely point. Let us also mention that the idea to consider Hamiltonians with δ ′ -interactions H X,β,q as a perturbation (in a resolvent sense) of the Neumann realization H N X,q was already used by P. Exner in [16] to study the spectral properties of δ ′ Wannier-Stark Hamiltonians. 1 In the paper [5] , which appeared during the preparation of the present paper, Hamiltonians with a δ ′ -interaction supported on a hypersurface are treated in the framework of the form approach.
Using the form approach, we establish a number of results on semibounded Hamiltonians H X,β,q . Let us describe the content of the paper and the main results.
In Section 2, we investigate self-adjointness and semiboundedness of Hamiltonians with δ ′ -interactions. Our first main result is the analog of the classical Glazman-Povzner-Wienholtz theorem (see, e.g., [6] , [19] , [35] ). Theorem 1.1. If the minimal operator H min = H X,β,q is lower semibounded, then it is self-adjoint, H X,β,q = (H X,β,q ) * .
A similar result for the Hamiltonians H X,α,q with δ-interactions has been obtained in [2] (see also [23] for another proof). Theorem 1.1 immediately implies the following important statement (see Corollary 2.4): if the form t X,β,q is lower semibounded, then it is closable and the selfadjoint operator associated with its closure coincides with H X,β,q .
Let us also present some explicit conditions for the lower semi-boundedness of H X,β,q . For instance (see Proposition 2.8), assuming d * = sup k d k < ∞, we show that the operator H X,β,q is lower semibounded whenever q and β satisfy the following conditions:
Here q − (x) := (|q(x)| − q(x))/2, and (β
Emphasize that (1.12) is also necessary if both q and β are negative.
Combining this statement with Theorem 1.1 yields the self-adjointness of H X,β,q under the conditions (1.12). In particular, H X,β,q is self-adjoint and lower semibounded if q is lower semibounded and β is nonnegative.
Section 3 is devoted to the problem of discreteness of σ(H X,β,q ). The main result is the following analog of the classical Molchanov discreteness criterion [32] , [10] , [19] (see also [2] for the case of Hamiltonians (1.6)).
* < ∞ and conditions (1.12) be satisfied.
(i) If the spectrum σ(H X,β,q ) of the (lower semibounded) Hamiltonian H X,β,q is discrete, then the following two conditions are satisfied:
and (1.14) lim
(ii) If q satisfies condition (1.13) and
then the spectrum of H X,β,q is discrete.
Let us mention that conditions (1.13) and (1.15) provide a discreteness criterion for the Neumann realization H N X,q given by (1.5) (see Theorem 3.4) . Note that conditions (1.13) and (1.14) remain necessary under weaker assumptions on q and β (see Propositions 3.1 and 3.3). In particular, by Proposition 3.3, if the Hamiltonian H X,β,q is semibounded from below and condition (1.14) is violated, then the spectrum of H X,β,q is not discrete. Let us also mention that Molchanov's condition (1.13) remains necessary for the discreteness of the Hamiltonian H X,β,q , however, it is no longer sufficient without additional assumptions on q and β. In particular, if 0 < d * ≤ d * < +∞ and inf k (β −1 k ) − < ∞ and q satisfies (1.12), then Molchanov's condition (1.13) provides a criterion for the operator H X,β,q to have discrete spectrum (see Corollary 3.9). Moreover, it implies that the spectrum of H X,β is not discrete if the Hamiltonian H X,β is lower semibounded (Corollary 3.2).
Note that there is a gap between necessary and sufficient conditions for the (semibounded) Hamiltonians H X,β,q to be discrete. In fact, there are counterexamples showing that the Hamiltonian H X,β,q has discrete spectrum although condition (1.15) does not hold. Let us also mention that in the case q ∈ L ∞ the discreteness conditions for non-semibounded Hamiltonians H X,β,q have been obtained in [29] , [30] using the above mentioned connection with Krein-Stielties strings [26] .
In Section 4, we show that essential spectra of operators H X,β,q and H N X,q are closely connected. Recall that for a self-adjoint operator T in a Hilbert space H the essential spectrum σ ess (T ) of T is the set
where E T (·) is the spectral measure of T . The central result of Section 4 is the following theorem.
. First of all, let us mention that in contrast to the case of Hamiltonians H X,α,q with δ-interactions (cf. [2, Theorem 1.3]), the spectrum of Hamiltonians H X,β,q with δ ′ -interactions remains purely singular under "small" perturbations. Further, the spectrum of H N X can be explicitly computed in terms of distances {d k } and hence we immediately obtain various examples of operators with exotic essential spectra (see Corollaries 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10). For instance (Corollary 4.10), if conditions of Theorem 1.3 are satisfied and, in addition, lim k→∞ d k = 0, then
e., the spectrum of H X,β,q is purely point and accumulates only at 0 and ∞. Examples of Schrödinger operators with locally integrable potentials and with δ-interactions having exotic essential spectra can be found in [21] , [24] , and [25] .
Note that, by Theorem 1.3, in the case q ≥ 0, the negative spectrum of the Hamiltonian H X,β,q is bounded from below and discrete provided that (1.17) holds.
Moreover, in Proposition 4.13 we generalize one result of Birman on the hstability ( [7] , and [19, Theorem 2.4] ). It complements Theorem 1.3 and shows that, under additional mild assumptions on β and q, condition (1.17) becomes in a sense necessary if we replace the equality σ ess (H X,β,q ) = σ ess (H N X,q ) by the family of equalities σ ess (H X,hβ,q ) = σ ess (H N X,q ), h ∈ (0, +∞). In the final Appendix we collect necessary notions and facts on quadratic forms.
equipped with the norm
. Let X be a discrete subset of R + . We shall use the following Sobolev spaces (n ∈ N):
2. Semiboundedness and self-adjointness.
The Hamiltonian
We set x 0 = 0 and
The main object of the paper is the operator H X,β,q defined in L 2 (R + ) as the closure of the following symmetric operator
and the operator H X,∞,q takes the form
Next assuming that q ∈ L ∞ (R + ), we can specify the description of the domain dom(H X,β,q ) equipped with the graph norm of the operator H X,β,q .
The operator H X,β,q is self-adjoint and its domain is given by (2.8)
.
(ii) The embedding
holds and is continuous if and
holds and is continuous.
Proof. (i) Self-adjointness of H X,β,q was established in [11] (see also [29, §6] ). There- 
Clearly, f ′′ (x) = 0 for all x ∈ R + \ X and (2.12)
Let us show that the condition d * > 0 is sufficient. Firstly, [28, inequality (IV.1.12)], implies that for any n > 1 and
Further, for all k ∈ N there is n k ∈ N such that
Therefore,
Hence (2.13) with n = n k implies that
(iii) follows by combining (2.8) with (ii).
Remark 2.2. In the case d * = 0 the embedding (2.10) depends on β and it might be false. Namely, set
Further, consider the function f a defined by (2.11) with a k :
It is straightforward to check that f
, and
Moreover, the first integral in (2.12) is convergent and hence f ∈ L 2 (R + ). However, the second integral in (2.12) diverges and hence f ′ / ∈ L 2 (R + )! Therefore, the embedding (2.10) does not hold.
Next we present the proof of Theorem 1.1, which extends the classical GlazmanPovzner-Wienholtz theorem to the case of Hamiltonians with δ ′ -interactions.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Without loss of generality we can assume that H X,β,q ≥ I. It suffices to show that ker(H * X,β,q ) = {0}, that is the equation (2.14)
, has only a trivial solution (derivative is understood in a distributional sense).
Assume the converse, i.e., u(·) ≡ 0 is such a solution. Note that we can always construct the function
On the other hand, integrating by parts and noting that ϕ k has a compact support and ϕ
Combining (2.18) with (2.19), we obtain
Therefore, we get (2.21)
Noting that u ∈ L 2 (R + ) and x k → +∞, inequality (2.21) yields u ≡ 0. This contradiction completes the proof.
Remark 2.3. Theorem 1.1 generalizes the celebrated Glazman-Povzner-Wienholtz Theorem [6] , [19] , [35] . In [12] , Clark and Gesztesy extended the Glazman-PovznerWienholtz Theorem to the case of matrix-valued Schrödinger operators. The case of Hamiltonians (1.6) with point interactions (and even with potentials that are W −1,2 loc -distributions) was treated in [2] . Let us also mention the recent paper [23] by Hryniv and Mykytyuk, where an alternative proof of [2, Theorem 1.1] has been proposed.
2.2.
The form t X,β,q . We begin with some notation. Let q and X be as in the previous subsection. Consider the following form in
This form is semibounded from below (and hence closed) if and only if so is q. Next, define the Hilbert space
and introduce in L 2 (R + ) the quadratic form
For q = 0, we set t X := t X,0 and dom
Since each form t q,k is closed and lower semibounded in L 2 (x k−1 , x k ), the form t X,q is lower semibounded (and hence closed) if and only if the forms t q,k have a finite uniform lower bound, i.e., there is C > 0 such that
In particular, the latter holds true if q is lower semibounded on R + (see also Corollary 2.9). Note also that the operator associated with t X,q is H N X,q given by (2.5). The main object of this section is the following form
To define this form properly, firstly assume (2.29)
Now set
. Also we split the sets X and β as follows (2.30)
Moreover, we set (2.31)
Next define the (non-closed) perturbation forms b
Then we define t X,β,q as a sum of the forms defined above,
. The form t X,β,q is not necessarily lower semi-bounded and closed even if so is the form t X,q .
The following simple result establishes a connection between the form t X,β,q and the operator H X,β,q . Proposition 2.4. Let H 0 X,β,q be the minimal symmetric operator defined by (2.3)-(2.4). Let also t X,β,q be the form defined by (2.33)-(2.34). Then:
(ii) If the form t X,β,q is lower semibounded, then it is closable and the operator associated with its closure t X,β,q coincides with the self-adjoint Hamiltonian H X,β,q .
Proof. (i) It is easy to see that dom(H 0 X,β,q ) ⊂ dom(t X,β,q ). Moreover, integrating by parts and using the fact that the function f ∈ dom(H 0 X,β,q ) satisfies
we obtain (2.35).
(ii) Firstly, (i) implies that the operator H 0 X,β,q is lower semibounded. Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, it is essentially self-adjoint and hence the form t X,β,q is closable. Moreover, by (i), dom(H 0 X,β,q ) is a core for t X,β,q . This proves the second claim.
Remark 2.5. Let us emphasize that Proposition 2.4 explains the difference between the Hamiltonians with δ and δ ′ interactions on X. Namely, the Hamiltonian with δ-interactions is considered as a form perturbation of the free Hamiltonian in L 2 (R + ) (cf. e.g., [2] ). However, the Hamiltonian H X,β,q is a form perturbation of H N X,q (see (2.5)), which is the direct sum of Neumann realizations H N q,k . This fact explains a substantial difference between the spectral properties of Hamiltonians H X,α,q and H X,β,q with δ and δ ′ interactions, respectively.
2.3.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for t X,β,q to be closed. Let the form t X,β,q be lower semibounded, t X,β,q ≥ −c. Hence it is closable. Denote its closure by t X,β,q . Let also H X,β,q be the Hilbert space naturally associated with t X,β,q , i.e., H X,β,q = dom(t X,β,q ) equipped with the energy norm
In this section, we are going to indicate some cases when the semibounded form t X,β,q is closed and then to describe the domain of t X,β,q in two important cases. Lemma 2.6. Assume that q is lower semibounded, q ≥ −c a.e. on R + . Let the forms t X,q and b + X be defined by (2.24)-(2.25) and (2.32), respectively. Then the form t X,β + ,q = t X,q + b + X defined by (2.33) is semibounded and closed. Moreover, H + X,β,q = W 1,2 (R + \ X; β + , q) algebraically and topologically and the operator associated with t X,β + ,q is H X,β + ,q = H * X,β + ,q .
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that q is nonnegative, c = 0. Consider the Hilbert space H + X,β,q equipped with the norm (2.36). Let {f n } ∞ n=1 be a Cauchy sequence in H
Thus, H + X,β,q is a Hilbert space and hence the form t X,β + ,q is closed.
Before proceeding further, we need the following simple but useful fact.
Then: 
holds for all x ∈ [x k−1 , x k ] and ε > 0 with some constant C > 0 independent of f and k ∈ N. Firstly, let us estimate q[f ]. Using (2.37) with (2.38), we obtain for
Similarly, we estimate the form b X :
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, the forms q, b + X , b − X and b X are infinitesimally form bounded with respect to t X .
(ii) immediately follows from the KLMN theorem (Theorem A.3).
Proposition 2.8. Assume that d * < ∞ and q − and β − satisfy (2.37), i.e.,
with some constants C 0 , C 1 > 0. Then: (i) the forms q − and b − X are infinitesimally t X bounded and hence the form t X,β,q is lower semibounded and closed, (ii) the following equalities
hold algebraically and topologically, and the operator associated with t X,β,q is H X,β,q = H * X,β,q , (iii) if, additionally, q + and β + satisfy (2.37), then (2.39) is also necessary for the form t X,β,q to be lower semibounded. In particular, conditions (2.39) are necessary for lower semiboundedness whenever q and β are negative.
Proof. (i) and (ii) immediately follow from Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7.
To prove (iii), set
where C 0 and C 1 are given by (2.37) with q + and β + in place of q and β, respectively. Since all summands in the left-hand side of this inequality are negative, we get
This implies (2.39).
Corollary 2.9. Let q − satisfy the first condition in (2.39). Then the the form t X,q (and hence the operator H
is lower semibounded and H X,q = H X,q+ = W 1,2 (R + \ X; q + ) algebraically and topologically. If additionally q = q − , then the first condition in (2.39) is also necessary for lower semiboundedness of t X,q (and hence H N X,q ). Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 2.8 and we left it to the reader.
Remark 2.10. Note that (see, e.g., [2] ) the perturbation of the free Hamiltonian
by a negative potential q = −q − is lower semibounded if and only if q − satisfies
However, the converse is not true. Indeed, set
, where
Define q as follows:
Evidently, q satisfies (2.41) with C = 1/2, however,
and hence q does not satisfy (2.39). The latter, in particular, gives an explicit example of the Hamiltonian 
However, this implication may be false if t X,β is semibounded but β − does not satisfy (2.39). Let us mention that the latter also does not hold for Schrödinger operators with locally integrable potentials (see [13] , [14] , [27] and references therein).
(ii) Assume that the form t X,β,q is lower semibounded. By Corollary 2.4, it is closable and let t X,β,q be its closure. If the condition (2.39) is not satisfied, then it might happen that f ∈ dom(t X,q ) ∩ dom(t X,β,q ) but f / ∈ dom(b ± X ) (cf., [10] and [8, Example 2]).
(iii) I. Brinck [10] 
Clearly, if the negative part q − of q satisfies (2.41), then q satisfies (2.43). However, the converse is not true (take q(x) = x n sin(x n+1 ), [10] ). Moreover, it is shown in [10] that dom(H q ) ⊂ W 1,2 (R + ) if (2.43) holds. However, Brinck's condition (2.43) does not imply the algebraic (and topologic) equality H q = W 1,2 (R + ; q + ), i.e., the energy space H q can be wider than W 1,2 (R + ; q + ). For instance, for q(x) = x n sin(x n+1 ) and f ∈ dom(H q ) the integral R+ q(x)|f | 2 dx might be infinite, although the following limit
exists and is finite for every f ∈ dom(H q ). Using this example one can construct a lower semibounded Hamiltonian H X,β,q such that the corresponding energy space H X,β,q is wider than W 1,2 (R + \ X; β, q).
2.4.
The case q ∈ L ∞ (R + ). Now we restrict our considerations to the case of a bounded potential q. More precisely, we assume that q ≡ 0. Our main aim is to give several simple necessary and sufficient conditions for t X,β to be lower semibounded as well as to provide some estimates for the lower bound in terms of β and X. Lemma 2.12.
be the set supporting negative intensities and defined by (2.30)-(2.31). If the form t X,β is lower semibounded, that is t X,β ≥ −C for some C ≥ 0, then:
where d
Noting that β kj is negative for all j ∈ N, one infers
which completes the proof of (2.45).
is equivalent to the estimate in (2.46). Similarly, the substitution f kj
The next simple example shows that conditions (2.44) and (2.45) are only necessary.
Clearly, the sequence β is bounded and hence satisfies (2.44). Further, note that β satisfies (2.45). Indeed, x However,
and hence β does not satisfy (2.46). Thus the corresponding form t X,β,q is unbounded from below.
The next results demonstrates that under additional assumptions on X the condition (2.45) is equivalent to (2.39) and hence also necessary for semiboundedness.
) is necessary and sufficient for H X,β to be lower semibounded.
Proof. By Lemma 2.12, it remains to prove that (2.45) is sufficient. However, 1 β
Proposition 2.8 completes the proof.
Next we indicate simple additional conditions that allow to obtain criteria of lower semi-boundedness. The first criterion depends on a geometry of X and reads as follows. Proof. Necessity of condition (2.49) was established in Lemma 2.12(i). Sufficiency is implied by Corollary 2.8.
Next we show that the semi-boundedness of the Hamiltonian H X,β yields some natural restrictions on the negative part of intensities, which are stronger than the boundedness condition (2.44).
Proof. Since lim k→∞ d k = 0, for any ε > 0 there exists N = N (ε) such that d k < ε for k > N. Therefore inequality (2.45) yields (β
Kε and hence (2.50) follows.
Remark 2.17. Note that self-adjointness of not necessarily semibounded Hamiltonians H X,α,q has been investigated in several papers [1] , [11] , [29] , [30] , [31] (see also references therein). Let us mention that in the case q ∈ L ∞ (R + ) conditions for semiboundedness of H X,β similar to (2.39) and (2.44) have been obtained in [29] , [30] by using a different approach.
Operators with discrete spectrum
Recall that according to the classical result of A.M. Molchanov [32] , [19] (see also [2] , where Hamiltonians with δ-interactions have been considered), the SturmLiouville operator H q = − Here we prove necessary and sufficient conditions, which are in a certain sense analogous to the Molchanov theorem. In particular, we shall show that Molchanov's condition (3.1) remains to be necessary for the discreteness. However, it is no longer sufficient. Namely, we emphasize that for Hamiltonians H X,β,q a new additional condition (1.14) appears.
3.1. Necessary conditions. We begin with the following result. q − (t)dt < +∞.
Assume also that q does not satisfy Molchanov's condition (3.1). If the operator H X,β,q is lower semibounded, then it is self-adjoint and its spectrum is not discrete.
Proof. By Theorem 1.1, H X,β,q is self-adjoint, H X,β,q = H * X,β,q ≥ −c. Let t X,β,q be the corresponding quadratic form (2.28),
and let H X,β,q be the corresponding Hilbert space, i.e., the closure of dom(t X,β,q ) equipped with the energy norm (2.36). Further, let H q be the Neumann realization of
. Since q satisfies (3.2), the operator H q is self-adjoint and lower semibounded, H q = H * q ≥ −c 1 I (see, e.g., [2] ), and the corresponding form
is well defined and closed. Moreover, the corresponding energy space H q coincides with W 1,2 (R + ; q) algebraically and topologically. Note also that
for all f ∈ W 1,2 (R + ; q). Let us show that the embedding (3.4) is continuous. By the second representation theorem, H q and H X,β,q coincide algebraically and topologically with dom(H q + c 1 I) 1/2 and dom(H X,β,q + cI) 1/2 , respectively, which are equipped with the corresponding graph norms. Therefore, by [36, Theorem 2.6.2] (see also [28, Remark IV.1.5]), the embedding i 1 :
Finally, if the spectrum σ(H X,β,q ) is discrete, then, by the Rellieh theorem, the embedding i 2 : H X,β,q ֒→ L 2 (R + ) is compact. Taking the composition i = i 2 i 1 :
is compact. Now Molchanov's theorem implies that condition (3.1) is satisfied. This contradiction completes the proof.
As an immediate corollary of Proposition 3.1 we obtain the following result.
. If the (self-adjoint) operator H X,β,q is lower semibounded, then its spectrum is not discrete. In particular, H X,β = H X,β,0 is not discrete whenever it is lower semibounded.
Proof. If q ∈ L ∞ (R + ), then it satisfies (3.2) and does not satisfy (3.1). Proposition 3.1 completes the proof. Proposition 3.3. If the operator H X,β,q is lower semibounded and has discrete spectrum, then
Proof. Consider the form t X,β,q given by (2.28). Note that it is lower semibounded, t X,β,q ≥ −c, and closable in L 2 (R + ) since the operator H X,β,q is lower semibounded. Set (3.6)
Clearly, h k L 2 (R+) = 1 and h k ∈ dom(t X,β,q ). Therefore, using (3.3), we get
Noting that the form t X,β,q is lower semibounded, we see that
Assume that (3.5) does not hold, that is, there is a subsequence {h kj } ∞ j=1 such that t X,β,q [h kj ] ≤ C 0 < ∞. The latter also means that the subsequence h kj is bounded in H X,β,q . On the other hand, the system {h k } ∞ k=1 is orthonormal in L 2 (R + ) and hence is not compact there. Therefore, the embedding H X,β,q ֒→ L 2 (R + ) is not compact and hence, by Theorem A.1, the spectrum of the operator H X,β,q is not compact. This contradiction completes the proof. Now we are ready to prove that conditions (3.1) and (3.5) are necessary for the discreteness.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Necessity. Assume that q satisfies (1.12), that is,
Then (see Remark 2.10) q satisfies (3.2) and hence, by Proposition 3.1, (3.1) is necessary. Noting that condition (3.5) is necessary by Proposition 3.3, we complete the proof. given by (2.5)-(2.7) is lower semibounded. If the potential q satisfies (3.8), then the spectrum of H N X,q is purely discrete if and only if q satisfies (i) Molchanov's condition (3.1) and (ii)
Proof. The proof of necessity of conditions (3.1) and (3.9) is analogous to that of Proposition 3.1 and 3.3 and we left it to the reader. Let us prove sufficiency. Firstly, note that, by Corollary 2.9, the form t X,q given by (2.24)-(2.25) is lower semibounded and closed in L 2 (R + ). Moreover, the corresponding energy space is H X,q = W 1,2 (R + \ X; q) = W 1,2 (R + \ X; q + ). The latter holds algebraically and topologically. Therefore, it suffices to prove sufficiency for nonnegative potentials. Hence without loss of generality we can assume that q ≥ 1.
By the Rellieh theorem (Theorem A.1), it suffices to show that the embedding i : W 1,2 (R + \ X; q) ֒→ L 2 (R + ) is compact, i.e., the unit ball
is compact in L 2 (R + ). We divide the proof in 3 steps. 
For any f ∈ W 1,2 (∆ k ) and any x, y ∈ ∆ k we have
According to the condition (3.9), there is p
Setting y = y k in (3.12) and then integrating it over ∆ k , (3.13) and (3.14) imply (3.15) where
. We set n k := ⌊d k /ε⌋, where ⌊.⌋ is the usual floor function, and then divide the interval
Since f is continuous on ∆
Then integrating inequality (3.12) with y = x
k and using (3.16) and (3.17), we obtain (3.18)
, j ≤ n k − 1.
and (3.19)
Now noting that q satisfies (3.1), we can find
Combining (3.18), (3.19) with (3.20), we get for
, p ′′ (ε)} and summing up the inequalities (3.15) and (3.21), we arrive at the following estimate Proof. Since q satisfies (3.8), it suffices to consider the case of a nonnegative q, q = q + . Let ε ∈ (0, d * ). Then
Thus the tails
for all k ∈ N. This inequality shows that (3.9) is implied by (3.1). It remains to apply Theorem 3.4. Proof. By Theorem 1.2, it suffices to show that (3.9) implies (3.1) if d k → 0. Since q satisfies condition (3.8), we can restrict ourselves to the case of a nonnegative q, q = q + .
It follows from (3.9) that for any N ∈ N there exists p 1 = p 1 (N ) such that
Let p := max(p 1 , p 2 ) and let x > x p . Using (3.23), (3.24) and the non-negativity of q, we get
The latter implies that q satisfies Molchanov's condition (3.1) since N is arbitrary.
The next examples show that in the case d * = 0 conditions (3.1) and (3.9) complement each other, that is, neither (3.1) does imply (3.9), nor (3.9) does imply (3.1) if d * = 0.
, where (ii) On the other hand, let X = N and let q be given by
Therefore, q satisfies (3.9). However, q does not satisfy (3.1) whenever ε < Proof of Theorem 1.2. Sufficiency. If q and β satisfy (2.39), then, by Proposition 2.8(ii), dom(t X,β,q ) = dom(t X,β+,q+ ) algebraically and topologically. Moreover, by Lemma 2.6, dom(t X,β+,q+ ) (and hence dom(t X,β,q )) is continuously embedded into W 1,2 (R + \X; q + ). By Theorem 3.4, the spectrum of H N X,q+ is discrete and hence, by Theorem A.1, W 1,2 (R + \ X, q) is compactly embedded into L 2 (R + ). Therefore, we conclude that H X,β,q = dom(t X,β,q ) is compactly embedded into L 2 (R + ). Theorem A.1 completes the proof. Assume also that d * < ∞ and β satisfies (1.12). Then the Hamiltonian H X,β,q is self-adjoint and its spectrum is purely discrete.
Proof. Clearly condition (3.25) yields both condition (3.1) and (3.9). Moreover, since β satisfies (3.8), we conclude that the operator H X,β,q is lower semibounded. Theorem 1.2 completes the proof.
loc (R + ) and q satisfies (3.8). Then the operator H X,β,q has purely discrete spectrum if and only if q satisfies Molchanov's condition (3.1).
Proof. Since 0 < d * ≤ d * < +∞ and q − satisfies (3.8), by Corollary 3.5, conditions (3.1)and (3.9) coincide. Therefore, Molchanov's condition becomes necessary and sufficient for the discreteness.
Remark 3.10. In the case q ∈ L ∞ (R + ), Hamiltonians H X,β,q with discrete spectrum have been investigated in the recent publications [29] , [30] . It is shown in [29, Theorem 6.8] that σ(H X,β,q ) is discrete if and only if d n → 0 and the spectrum of a certain Jacobi matrix is discrete. Moreover, the corresponding matrix can be considered as a Krein-Stieltjes string operator. Hence, using the Kac-Krein discreteness criterion [26] , several necessary and sufficient discreteness conditions have been obtained in [29] . Although Theorem 1.2 gives an affirmative answer for semibounded Hamiltonians H X,β,q , it does not cover the results from [29, Section 6.4], since the Hamiltonians in [29] are not assumed to be lower semibounded. For instance, it was shown in [29, Propositions 6.9] that the spectrum of H X,β,q is not discrete if there is C > 0 such that
On the other hand, if
then, by [29, Propositions 6.11], the spectrum of H X,β,q is discrete precisely if
4. Essential spectrum 4.1. Two lemmas. In this section we shall present and prove two preliminary lemmas, which may also be of independent interest.
Lemma 4.1. Let d * < ∞ and the potential q satisfy (3.8), that is
Then the mapping i X,β :
is compact provided that
If additionally
then condition (4.3) is also necessary for the mapping i X,β to be compact.
Proof. Since q satisfies (4.1), Corollary 2.9 implies that (4.5)
which holds algebraically and topologically. Therefore, the mappings i X,β and
defined by the same formula (4.2), are compact simultaneously. Moreover, due to (4.1), q + and q satisfy (4.4) only simultaneously. Therefore, it suffices to prove Lemma 4.1 for nonnegative potentials.
(i) Sufficiency. Without loss of generality we can assume that q ≥ 1. Let t X,q be the form given by (2.24)-(2.25). If (4.3) is satisfied, then by Lemma 2.7, the mapping i X,β is bounded. Consider the unit ball in W 1,2 (R + \ X; q),
Let us show that i X,β U X,q is compact in ℓ 2 (N; |β| −1 ). Notice that for any N ∈ N the restriction of i X,β onto ⊕
is a bounded finite rank operator. Hence i X,β is compact precisely if its restriction to
is also compact. Therefore, it suffices to show that the tails
Applying inequality (2.38) with ε = 1 2 , we get
(4.9)
Combining (4.9) with (4.10), we arrive at the desired estimate
Firstly, observe that condition (4.3) is equivalent to the following one
Assume the converse, i.e., conditions (4.3) and hence (4.11) are violated. Then there exists ε 0 > 0 and a subsequence {k j } ∞ j=1 such that
Again, without loss of generality we can assume that q ≥ 1 on R + . Consider the family of indicator functions {h k } ∞ k=1 defined by (3.6) . Noting that q satisfies (4.4), we get
On the other hand, taking (4.12) into account we get
Clearly, the system {h kj } ∞ j=1 is orthogonal in W 1,2 (R + \ X; q) and, by (4.13), it is also bounded. Therefore it converges weakly to zero in W 1,2 (R + \ X; q). Hence, if the mapping i X,β is compact, one has i X,β (h kj ) ℓ 2 (|β −1 |) → 0 as j → ∞. The latter contradicts (4.14).
is compact if and only if
Proof. Sufficiency. To prove the compactness of the mapping i X,q it suffices to show that the unit ball U X in W 1,2 (R + \ X) is compact in L 2 (R + ; |q|). In turn, it suffices to show that the tails ∞ N |f | 2 dx are uniformly small in f ∈ U X . Setting ε = 1 in (2.38), we obtain (4.17) |f
Multiplying this inequality by |q(x)| and then integrating over ∆ k , we get
where
Combining (4.18) with (4.19), we obtain for
This proves compactness of the set i(U X ) in L 2 (R + ; |q|). Necessity. Assume that the embedding i X,q :
is compact. Assume also that condition (4.16) is violated. Then there exists ε 0 > 0 and a subsequence {k j } ∞ j=1 such that
Consider the family {h kj } ∞ j=1 given by (3.6). Clearly,
Since the system Let us show this fact by a direct proof. For any ε > 0 choose N = N (ε) ∈ N as in (4.19) 
which implies (4.23).
4.2. Essential spectrum of H N X,q . As we already saw in the previous sections, spectral properties of the Hamiltonian H X,β,q are closely related with those of the Neumann realization H N X,q . In particular, their essential spectra are closely related too. In this section we collect some results describing the spectrum of H N X,q . We begin with the following simple fact. 
is the set of eigenvalues having infinite multiplicity, i.e., 
Introducing the multiplication operator
we can rewrite the definition of set D as follows
Proof. Recall that the form t X := t X,0 associated with the Hamiltonian H N X = ∞ k=1 H N k is given by (2.5) with q = 0. Consider quadratic forms q and |q| given by (2.22) with q and |q|, respectively. By Lemma 4.2, the form |q| is t X -compact since dom(t X ) = W 1,2 (R + \ X). Further, note that |q[f ]| ≤ |q|[f ] for each f ∈ dom(|q|) and hence dom(|q|) ⊆ dom(q). Therefore, by Lemma A.6, the form q is also t X -compact. Since the operator H Consider now the periodic case.
Corollary 4.7. Let X = aN and let q ∈ L 1 loc (R + ) be an a-periodic function, i.e., q(x + a) = q(x) for a.a. x ∈ R + . Then
Proof. Since q is a-periodic, the operators H Proof of Theorem 1.3. Condition (4.16) implies that q − also satisfies (4.16) and hence q satisfies (4.1), i.e., the first condition in (2.39). Therefore, by Corollary 2.9, the operator H N X,q is lower semibounded and the corresponding energy space H X,q coincides with W 1,2 (R + \ X; q) algebraically and topologically (see (4.5)). Next notice that, by Lemma 4.1, the form |b X |,
is t X,q -compact, i.e., it is compact on H X,q = W 1,2 (R + \ X; q). Since
by Lemma A.6, the form b X is t X,q -compact too. Next, applying Theorem A.4, we arrive at the equality σ ess (H X,β,q ) = σ ess (H Consider several simple examples. We begin with a Kronig-Penney type model. The following result is immediate from Theorem 1.3.
Corollary 4.9. Let 0 < d * ≤ d * < ∞ and q satisfy (4.1). Then:
where D is given by (4.26) and (4.27).
Proof. Since d * > 0, condition (4.33) yields (4.3). Theorem 1.3 completes the proof.
In conclusion let us present a class of Hamiltonians H X,β,q with pure point spectra and such that their eigenvalues accumulate only at 0 and ∞. 
4.4.
Negative spectrum and h-stability. In this section we investigate the negative spectrum of the Hamiltonian H X,β,q . Let us note that the negative spectrum of the operator H X,β = H X,β,0 has been studied in [3] (the case of a finite number of point interactions) and in [20] , [30] , [4] , [9] (the case of an infinitely many point interactions).
We begin with the generalization of Birman's result on the discreteness of negative spectrum (cf. [7] and [19, Theorem 2.3] ). 
then the negative part of the spectrum σ(H X,β,q ) is bounded from below and discrete.
Proof. Firstly, by Proposition 2.8, condition (4.36) implies lower semiboundedness of the operator H X,β,q . Next, since q − satisfies (4.36) and using Lemma 4.2 and Theorem A.4, we conclude that the negative spectrum of the operator H N X,q is bounded from below and discrete. Note that the latter is equivalent to the inclusion σ ess (H N X,q ) ⊆ R + . In particular, this immediately implies that σ ess (H X,β + ,q ) ⊆ R + . By Lemma 4.1, the second condition in (4.36) yields compactness of the operator i X,β − :
is compact too. By Lemma 4.1, the form b − X is compact on H X,β + ,q . Therefore, by Theorem A.4, σ ess (H X,β,q ) = σ ess (H X,β + ,q ) ⊆ R + and the negative spectrum of H X,β,q is discrete. Observe that hb X = (hb) X . Thus, we investigate the essential spectra σ ess (H X,hβ,q ) of the Hamiltonians H X,hβ,q , the Neumann realizations of the differential expressions (i) H X,hβ,q is lower semi-bounded and the equality (4.40) σ ess (H X,hβ,q ) = σ ess (H N X,q ) holds for all h > 0 whenever condition (4.37) is satisfied.
(ii) If, in addition, β = −β − and H X,hβ,q is lower semibounded for some h = h 0 > 0, then (4.37) is also necessary for the validity of (4.40) for all h > 0.
Proof. (i) is immediate from Theorem 1.3.
(ii) Since β k < 0, k ∈ N, we have b X = −b − X ≤ 0. Further, since q satisfies (4.4) and the form t X,h0β,q = t X,q − h 0 b − X is semibounded from below, it follows from Proposition 2.8(iii) that β = −β − satisfies condition (2.39). Therefore, by Proposition 2.8(i), the form t X,hβ,q is lower semibounded and closed for all h > 0.
According to (4.40), the negative spectrum of the form t X,q − hb − X is discrete for all h > 0. Therefore, by Proposition A.8(ii) and Remark A.9(i), the form b X = −b − X is compact in H X,q , i.e., it is t X,q -compact. Applying Lemma 4.1, we complete the proof. where t[·, ·] is a sesquilinear form associated with t via the polarization identity. The following theorem is well known (see e.g. [28] ).
Theorem A.1 (Rellieh). Let A = A * be a lower semibounded operator in H and let t A be the corresponding form. The spectrum σ(A) of the operator A is discrete if and only if the embedding i A : H A ֒→ H is compact.
Definition A.2. Let the operator A be self-adjoint and positive in H, A = A * > 0, and let t A be the corresponding form. The form t is called relatively form bounded with respect to t A (t A -bounded) if dom(t A ) ⊆ dom(t) and there are positive constants a, b > 0 such that
The infimum of all possible a is called the form bound of t with respect to t A . If a can be chosen arbitrary small, then t is called infinitesimally form bounded with respect to t A .
For the proof of the following theorem see, e.g., [34] .
Theorem A.3 (KLMN). Let t A be the form corresponding to the operator A = A * > 0 in H. If the form t is t A -bounded with relative bound a < 1, then the form (A.5) t 1 := t A + t, dom t 1 := dom(t A ), is closed and lower semibounded in H and hence gives rise to a self-adjoint semibounded operator. Moreover, the norms · A and · t1 are equivalent.
Recall that a quadratic form t in H is called compact if it is bounded, t = t C , and the (bounded) operator C is compact in H.
We also need the following result of Birman [ Theorem A.4 (Birman) . Let A = A * be a self-adjoint lower semibounded operator in H and let t A be the corresponding form. If the quadratic form t in H is compact in H A (or simply, t A -compact), then the form t 1 defined by (A.5) is closed, lower semibounded in H, and the operator B = B * associated with the form t 1 satisfies σ ess (B) = σ ess (A).
Remark A.5. Note that the form t is infinitesimally t A -bounded if it is t A -compact.
A weaker form of the following lemma is known (cf. [19, Theorem 1.17 
]).
Lemma A.6. Let t and t 1 be (not necessarily closable) lower semibounded forms in H and assume that Assume also that A = A * ≥ −cI and t 1 is t A -compact. Then t is t A -compact too.
We also need the following useful fact.
Lemma A.7. Let A = A * ≥ −cI and let t be a nonnegative (not necessarily closable) quadratic form in H. Assume that H A ⊂ dom(t) and t is closable in H A . Then the form t is compact in H A if and only if the embedding i : H A → dom(t) is compact.
Recall that the negative spectrum of a self-adjoint operator is called discrete if it has at most two accumulation points 0 and ∞. Proposition A.8. Let A = A * ≥ 0 and t A be the corresponding form in H. Assume that h ∈ R + and t 1 is a nonnegative (not necessarily closable) infinitesimaly t Abounded form in H. Then:
(i) the form t(h) := t A −ht 1 is lower semibounded and closed in H and dom t(h) = dom(t A ) = H A . (ii) If, in addition, t 1 is closed in H A , then the negative spectrum of the form t(h) is discrete for every h > 0 if and only if the form t 1 is compact in H A .
Remark A.9. (i) Statement (ii) of Proposition A.8 remains valid if we replace infinitesimally t A -boundedness of t 1 by the assumption that dom(t 1 ) ⊃ dom(t A ) and the form t(h) = t A − ht 1 is lower semibounded and closed in H for every h > 0.
(ii) Proposition A.8 was obtained by M.S. Birman [7, Theorem 1.3] under the assumption that the form t 1 is closable in H. For a proof of Proposition A.8 we refer to [2] .
